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DRM stands for â€œDigital Right Managementâ€•. It limits the usage of the usage of electronic files. This is
used to secure the media files which contain Videos, music and other electronic files that can be
transferred or share to others. It maintains the catalog of all the users that how many times these
files are share to others digitally. All these files are downloading from the sites, and there is clock
spam, which will stop misuse of these contents.

These registered files canâ€™t be played on other system, which are not registered or not paid for the
files. It secures all the work of the publisher from the unauthorized users, and it also ensure the
publisher of their product revenue. If it can be blocked it canâ€™t be reused because of encryption of the
electronic files, only the registered users can use that file. Protection of these files can be done in
many ways; one of them is the regional code which will protect the Video, music, or some other
media files which are transferred electronically. The regional c lock does not allow using files in the
other regions. It is necessary for the publisher to protect their media file from the unpaid users or
unregistered users.

It will protect all types of electronic files like films, television shows, internet music, computer games,
e books, watermarks, and other electronic files that are transferred and canâ€™t be shared from one
client machine to other nodes. These files are only accessible via the users, who are registered or
paid for getting the digital contents These DRM files canâ€™t be shared to other users, who have not
paid for these digital contents.

For removing this restrictions from your hot collection, the Amir soft introduce the media converter
software that converts all the files which are not being played due to the limitation of files. Amir soft
media converter is the only software that decrypts all the encrypted media files. It can convert all
type of media file like AVI, and other media files to play in any program and remove all the Digital
Rights Managements. There is no loss of data during the removal of DRM.

If you are suffering from DRM protection, since from the last time then Iâ€™ll insure you that Amir soft
drm media converter provides the video converter that converts your downloaded paid files. You are
suffering from these problems because you are unaware of it and these decrypted files are as it is
as you download or as original one, and you can easily be played on any popular hardware because
it is available to everyone.

From this, you can convert your all digital media, even the software or games to DVD, and this
converted DVD can be stored anywhere. It will reduce the loss of your important data, also be easily
portable at the same time. Use a DRM removal and free your digital collection from any limitations.
The tool will help the computer users to remove entire restrictions from their hot collection.
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Amir soft a DRM removal is one of the reliable software. It provides the video converter that
converts your downloaded paid files.
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